
ii_usermeeting in Luxembourg

Three years ago the net art project I AM WE_interactive image was going 
online. At this time Klaus Haasis and Kai Bierich makes the space of their 
a+gallery in Stuttgart available for me, also in order to invite the users to a 
joint exhibition together with a user meeting and a symposium. I can still 
remember very well the overwhelming moments, to meet and share now 
personally too.

ii_family The network - affectionately called „ii-family“ - counts now more 
than 400 users from all over the world. In these three years, far more than 
50,000 images were uploaded to the respective diaries and with over 
160,000 comments we communicated also vigorously.
Friends People accompany themselves across countries in their daily lives, 
there are many, also emerged deep friendships, some joint projects and 
amazing new insights can be reported. You just know suddenly a lot from 
each other, dividing everyday life.
Encounters After Stuttgart, Izmir and Turku we meet this year from 20th to 
27th of May in Luxembourg, this time under the theme encounters.
The first three days we´ll explore this city in the heart of Europe photogra-
phically. All pictures are incorporated into an interactive projection, which 
will be shown at the Place d‘Armes every night from 10 to 5 on Pentecost 
at the festival  „Enjoy Luxembourg“.
Symposium The two-day symposium concludes with a full program of 
meetings of different religious communities, workshops, lectures and par-
ties directly to it.
Sightseeing And it‘s already become the rule that such a meeting closes 
with a tour program. This year it takes us in the moor of the Hohes Venn, 
the exhibition „Family of Men“ and the Dancing Procession Echternach.

The complete program is viewed here: Link

New Walks

The series of walks - photographic 
densities - has grown. Once there  
was a very great interest in this 
work on the art fair „art Karls ruhe“, 
I was much encouraged to go on 
tour again (what makes great fun 
to me).

There are mainly exploring around 
our new habitat Mehrstetten and 
on the newly designed website, 
they are all visible   more...

Exhibition in Mariaberg

As this notice adapts equally well 
to the upcoming exhibition „photo-
graphic densities“ in the cloisters of 
this former monastery. Many walks 
will be shown, some multiple por-
traits and first images from the new 
series „just happened“.

The exhibition will be opened on 
June 21, 14 o´clock with an intro-
duction by Ricarda Geib and with 
Lauren Newton‘s virtuous vocals 
and then will be on view until Sep-
tember 13.
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http://www.interactive-image.org
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